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a b s t r a c t

Design patterns are formalized best practices that address concerns related to high-level structures for appli-

cations being developed. The efficient recovery of design pattern instances significantly facilitates program

comprehension and software reengineering. However, the recovery of design pattern instances is not a

straightforward task. In this paper, we present a novel comprehensive approach to the recovery of instances

of 23 GoF design patterns from source codes. The key point of the approach lies in that we consider different

design pattern instances consist of some commonly recurring sub-patterns that are easier to be detected. In

addition, we focus not only on the class relationship, but also on the characteristics of underlying method

signatures in classes. We first transform the source codes and predefined GoF patterns into graphs, with the

classes as nodes and the relationships as edges. We then identify the instances of sub-patterns that would

be the possible constituents of pattern instances by means of subgraph discovery. The sub-pattern instances

are further merged by the joint classes to see if the collective matches one of the predefined patterns. Finally,

we compare the behavioral characteristics of method invocation with the predefined method signature tem-

plates of GoF patterns to obtain the final pattern instances directly. Compared with existing approaches, we

integrate and improve some of the previous ideas and put forward a comprehensive and elaborative approach

also based on our own ideas. We detect sub-patterns via graph isomorphism based on prime number com-

position and the joint classes to reduce the search space. Meanwhile, we employ the method signatures to

investigate the behavioral features to avoid choosing the test cases with full code coverage. The results of the

extensive experiments on recovering pattern instances from nine open source software systems demonstrate

that our approach obtains the balanced high precision and recall.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Design patterns are extensively used in software development

o provide reusable and documented solutions to common design

roblems. In the mid-1990s, the idea of patterns was adopted by

bject-oriented software developers, among whom the so-called GoF

Gang of Four, Gamma, Helms, Johnson and Vlisides) cataloged 23

esign patterns aimed at meeting some commonly-recurring object-

riented design needs (Gamma et al., 1995). However, although the

ajority of current software systems embed instances of design pat-

erns in source codes, the pattern-related knowledge is generally no

onger available after patterns are applied and implemented. Recov-

ring the instances of design patterns from the source codes of soft-

are systems can therefore assist the understanding of the systems

nd the process of re-engineering them. More importantly, it also
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elps to trace back to the original design decisions, which are typi-

ally missing in legacy systems (Dong et al., 2009a; Pettersson et al.,

010).

Nevertheless, the recovery of design pattern instances is not a

traightforward task. The lack of documentation, the ad-hoc nature of

rogramming and the possible variants of pattern instances often lead

o the low accuracy of pattern occurrence detection. There have been a

umber of different approaches proposed to solve this problem in the

iterature (Dong et al., 2009b; Fontana et al., 2011b; Niere et al., 2002;

asool and Mäder, 2011; Tsantalis et al., 2006). Unfortunately, many

f them focus on just one category of design patterns (creational,

tructural and behavioral), or even some specific patterns. Meanwhile,

he recovering process is usually lack of the accurate and elaborative

xplanation. Some just present the illustrative examples, but not the

ormal approaches. Moreover, the extensive results of experiments

ith precisions and recalls are seldom reported.

As a matter of fact, different patterns may contain some common

ub-components that share the same internal structures, such as one

lass inheriting another class that further inherits the third, and one

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2015.01.019
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jss
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jss.2015.01.019&domain=pdf
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class inheriting and containing another class. We name these sub-

components of patterns as the sub-patterns.

In addition, some researches detect design pattern instances by

means of dynamic behavioral analyzing (De Lucia et al., 2010, 2011;

Heuzeroth et al., 2003a; Wendehals, 2011). The effectiveness of these

approaches, however, relies heavily on the test case chosen. The more

codes the test case covers, the more pattern instances might be iden-

tified. Nevertheless, it is usually very difficult or even impossible to

choose the test cases that cover the majority of source codes.

In this paper, we try to integrate and improve the previous ideas

and put forward a comprehensive and elaborative approach to the

recovering GoF design pattern instances from source codes also based

on our own ideas. Unlike other approaches, it makes good use of

the intermediate results, or sub-patterns of patterns, while detecting

several kinds of pattern instances at the same time. In other words, the

detection of somewhat complicated pattern instances is transformed

into the detection of the simpler sub-pattern instances, which can

then be merged into different kinds of pattern instances. In addition,

it extracts the method signatures in classes, which are then compared

with predefined templates. In this way, it can obtain the balanced high

precision and recall without collecting execution traces for behavioral

analyzing.

This study focuses on GoF patterns although it does not suggest

that GoF patterns are better practices than other design patterns.

However, the interest that GoF patterns have attracted from both

academia and industry justifies the scope of this study. We believe

what we have proposed in this paper is also applicable for other design

pattern catalogs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

introduce the definitions of sub-patterns and structural feature mod-

els, as well as the directed graphs used to represent the structural

characteristics of source codes. Afterward, in Section 3, we describe

the process of recovering design pattern instances which covers four

steps, namely system modeling, sub-pattern detecting, sub-pattern

combining and method-signature analyzing. Section 4 presents the

experimental results in detail, whereas Section 5 discusses the threats

that could affect the validity of our study. Following the related works

given in Section 6, the last section concludes the paper and outlines

the future work. The interested readers may refer the Appendix which

presents all the structural feature models that correspond to 23 GoF

design patterns.

2. Definitions

Design patterns are concerned with how classes are composed

to form larger structures. No matter whether they are creational,

structural and behavioral ones, they usually share some similarities,

especially in their participants and collaborations. This is so probably

because design patterns rely on the same small set of language mech-

anisms for structuring code and objects (Gamma et al., 1995). In this

section, therefore, we first introduce the concept of sub-patterns that

represent the frequent occurred constituents in the well known GoF

design patterns. Afterward, we describe how to represent the pattern

in the so-called Structural Feature Model, which is the combination of

different sub-patterns. Finally, we show the graphic and matrix rep-

resentation of both sub-patterns and patterns, i.e., Class-Relationship

Directed Graph and Class-Relationship Matrix, in detail.

2.1. Sub-patterns

Definition 0. A directed-relationship from class ci and cj is denoted

by r(ci, cj) = {inherit|agg|ass|dep}, in which:

(1) r(ci, cj) = {inherit} represents that class cj inherits class ci.

(2) r(ci, cj) = {ass} represents that classes ci and cj have an associ-

ation relationship, where class ci has an attribute that is a type

of class cj, or class ci has a method which returns a cj object.
(3) r(ci, cj) = {agg} represents that classes ci and cj have an aggre-

gation relationship, where class ci has an attribute that is a type

of class cj. In the context of this paper, we regard the aggrega-

tion as a special kind of association relationship, in which class

ci is the whole class and class cj is the partial class.

(4) r(ci, cj) = {dep} represents that class ci depends on class cj,

which can be further classified into three cases: (i) The instance

of class ci calls a static method in class cj. (ii) An instance of class

cj is declared in class ci as a local variable. (iii) An instance of

class cj is used as the parameter passed to a method in class ci.

efinition 1. A sub-pattern represents a set of classes and the

elationship between them, which is denoted as a 2-tuple: SP =
< c0, . . . , ck−1 >, R), where c0, . . . , ck−1 represent a set of classes

nd R represents a set of directed-relationships among them, i.e.,

= {r(ci, cj)|r(ci, cj) = {inherit|agg|ass|dep}}.

For simplicity, we use ClassSetSP to denote the classes that make

p the pattern SP.

Using the above definition, we introduce the following 15 sub-

atterns, which can be combined to form different design patterns

nder different circumstances.

efinition 2.1. ICA (Inheritance Child Association) indicates the in-

eritance and association relationship among three classes, in which

wo classes have an inheritance relationship and the child class has

n association relationship with another child class.

ICA = (<c1, c2, c3>, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c2, c3) =
ass}}.

efinition 2.2. CI (Common Inheritance) indicates that

wo classes inherit the same parent class.

CI = (< c1, c2, c3 >, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c1, c3) =
inherit}}.

efinition 2.3. IAGG (Inheritance AGGregation) indicates that two

lasses have not only an inheritance relationship but also an aggre-

ation relationship.

IAGG = (< c1, c2 >, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c2, c1) =
agg}}.

efinition 2.4. IPAG (Inheritance Parent AGgregation) indicates

he inheritance and aggregation relationship between three classes,

here two classes have an inheritance relationship and the parent

lass has an aggregation relationship with the other class.

IPAG = (<c1, c2, c3>, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c1,

3) = {agg}}.

efinition 2.5. MLI (Multi-Level Inheritance) indicates the inheri-

ance relationship between three classes, where the first class is in-

erited by the second, which is further inherited by the third one.

MLI = (<c1, c2, c3>, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c2, c3) =
inherit}}.

efinition 2.6. IASS (Inheritance ASSociation) indicates that two

lasses have not only an inheritance relationship but also an asso-

iation relationship.

IASS = (< c1, c2 >, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c2, c1) =
ass}}.

efinition 2.7. SAGG (Self-Aggregation) indicates one class has an

ggregation relationship with itself.

SAGG = (< c1 >, R) where R = {r(c1, c1) = {agg}}.

efinition 2.8. IIAGG (Indirect Inheritance AGGregation) indicates

he inheritance and aggregation relationship among three classes,

here the first class is aggregated by the third one and inherited

rom the second one, which is further inherited from the third one.

IIAGG = (< c1, c2, c3 >, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c2,

) = {inherit}, r(c , c ) = {agg}}.
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Fig. 1. The class diagrams of 15 sub-patterns.
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efinition 2.9. SASS (Self-ASSociation) indicates that one class has

n association relationship with itself.

SASS = (< c1 >, R) where R = {r(c1, c1) = {ass}}.

efinition 2.10. ICD (Inheritance Child Dependency) indicates the

nheritance and dependency relationships among three classes,

here two classes have an inheritance relationship and the child class

epends on the other class.

ICD = (<c1, c2, c3>, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c2, c3) =
dep}}.

efinition 2.11. DCI (Dependency Child Inheritance) indicates the

ependency and inheritance relationship among three classes, where

wo classes have an inheritance relationship and the other class

epends on the child class.

DCI = (<c1, c2, c3>, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c3, c2) =
dep}}.

efinition 2.12. IPAS (Inheritance Parent ASsociation) indicates the

nheritance and association relationship among three classes, where

wo classes have an inheritance relationship and the parent class has

n association relationship with the other class.

IPAS = (<c1, c2, c3>, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c1,

3) = {ass}}.

efinition 2.13. AGPI (AGgregation Parent Inherited) indicates the

ggregation and inheritance relationship among three classes, where

wo classes have an inheritance relationship and the other class has

n aggregation relationship with the parent class.

AGPI = (< c1, c2, c3 >, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c3,

1) = {agg}}.

efinition 2.14. IPD (Inheritance Parent Dependency) indicates the

nheritance and dependency relationship among three classes, where

wo classes have an inheritance relationship and the parent class

epends on the other class.

IPD = (<c1, c2, c3>, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c1, c3) =
dep}}.

efinition 2.15. DPI (Dependency Parent Inherited) indicates the

ependency and inheritance relationship among three classes, where

wo classes have an inheritance relationship and the other class de-

ends on the parent class.

DPI = (<c1, c2, c3>, R) where R = {r(c1, c2) = {inherit}, r(c3, c1) =
dep}}.

Fig. 1 illustrates the class diagrams of the above mentioned

5 sub-patterns.

.2. Structural feature models

The design patterns can be regarded as the combinations of certain

ub-patterns as defined above. Here, we use the concept of Structural

eature Model to represent the structural features of design patterns.

efinition 3. A Structural Feature Model is a set of relevant sub-

atterns representing the structural characteristics of one specific de-

ign pattern, which is denoted as: SFM = SFM0| . . . |SFMi| . . . |SFMn−1,

here SFMi is the combination of two sub-patterns connected

y the joint classes in jClassSet, or SFMi = SPi1
&&SPi2

, jClassSet =
lassSetSPi1

∩ ClassSetSPi2
.

Figs. 9–11 in the Appendix present all the structural feature

odels that correspond to all 23 GoF design patterns. As an example,

he Structural Feature Model of Observer pattern, in Fig. 11(g), is

omposed of the sub-patterns of AGPI and ICD. In other words,

FMObserver = APGI && ICD = (<Subject, Observer, ConcreteObserver>,

AGPI)&&(<Observer, ConcreteObserver, ConcreteSubject >, RICD). In

ddition, to create the Observer pattern, AGPI and ICD should

e connected with the classes of Observer and ConcreteObserver.

herefore,

jClassSet = {Observer, ConcreteObserver}.
.3. Class-relationship directed graph

efinition 4. Class-Relationship Directed Graph, or GCDR is a

irected and weighted graph that represents a set of classes and the

elationships between them, denoted as a 3-tuple GCDR = (V, E, W)
here V = {v0, v1, . . . , vn} is the set of vertices which represent

lasses, E = {e(vi, vj)} ⊂ V × V is the set of directed edges which rep-

esent the directed-relationship between classes, W : E → WE is the

unction that assigns weights to the edges, or the relationships.

We use the prime number of 2, 3, 5 and 7 to represent the weights

f the directed-relationship of association, inheritance, aggregation

nd dependency respectively. More specifically, if r(ci, cj) = {ass} then

(vi, vj) = 2, if r(ci, cj)= {inherit} then w(vi, vj) = 3, if r(ci, cj) = {agg}
hen w(vi, vj) = 5 and if r(ci, cj) = {dep} then w(vi, vj) = 7. Here, ci and

j are the classes corresponding to the vertices vi and vj.

If two classes hold multiple relationships, we simply multiply the

orresponding prime numbers. On the other hand, given a compos-

te number that represents the relationship of two classes, we can

niquely decompose it into the product of several prime numbers. In

his way, the specific relationships two classes actually hold can be

asily revealed based on the underlying prime numbers.

efinition 5. Let GCDR = (V1, E1, W1), GCDRksub = (V2, E2, W2).
CDRksub is called the k-SubGraph of Class-Relationship Directed Graph,

r k-SubGraph of GCDR, if V2 ⊆ V1, |V2| = k, E2 = E1 ∩ (V2 × V2), and

2(e) = w1(e) for all e ∈ E2. Here, k is called the size of GCDRksub.

efinition 6. Let GCDR = (V, E, W), |V| = n, M = (mi,j)n×n is called the

lass-Relationship Matrix of GCDR, or MCR, where

i,j =
{

w(vi, vj), e(vi, vj) ∈ E

1, e(vi, vj) /∈ E
(1)
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Fig. 2. The example of the class diagram and its corresponding class-relationship directed graph and class-relationship matrix.
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For simplicity, the Class-Relationship Directed Graph corresponding

to Class-Relationship Matrix m is denoted by GCDRm.

Definition 7. Let GCDR = (V, E, W), |V| = n, vi ∈ V , for the Class-

Relationship Matrix of M = (mi,j)n×n, the Outbound Composite Weight

of vi is denoted as CWout(vi), where CWout(vi) = ∏n
j=1 mi,j.

Definition 8. Let GCDR = (V, E, W), |V| = n, vi ∈ V , for the Class-

Relationship Matrix of M = (mi,j)n×n, the Inbound Composite Weight

of vi ∈ V is denoted as CWin(vi), where CWin(vi) = ∏n
j=1 mj,i.

Fig. 2 gives an example of class diagrams and their correspond-

ing Class-Relationship Matrix, in which ProxyImage and RealImage

inherit Image and ProxyImage refers RealImage, or in other words,

r(CImage, CRealImage) = {inherit}, r(CImage, CProxyImage) = {inherit} and

r(CProxyImage, CRealImage) = {ass}. According to Definitions 7 and 8, we

can simple find that CWout(VImage) = 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 = 1, CWout(VRealImage) =
3 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 = 3, CWout(VProxyImage) = 3 ∗ 2 ∗ 1 = 6. CWin(VImage) = 1 ∗ 3 ∗
3 = 9, CWin(VRealImage) = 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 2 = 2 and CWin(VProxyImage) = 1 ∗ 1 ∗
1 = 1.

3. Recovering design pattern instances

The problem can be defined as follows: given the source

codes of one certain system, recover all the instances of GoF

design pattern instances that the system contains. To resolve this

problem, we developed an approach that consists of the following

four steps.

(1) Modeling the source codes

The source codes of the system are scanned and transformed

into a series of Class-Relationship Directed Graphs, in which the

vertices represent classes and the edges and their weights rep-

resent relationships between classes.

(2) Detecting the sub-pattern instances

The sub-graphs of the Class-Relationship Directed Graphs ob-

tained in the previous step are checked according to the Class-

Relationship Directed Graphs of the predefined sub-patterns.

The matched ones are considered as the instances of the sub-

patterns.
Fig. 3. Process of recovering d
(3) Combining the sub-pattern instances to make the candidate

pattern instances

The relevant sub-patterns are combined based on the joint

classes and compared with the predefined Structural Feature

Models. Those matched ones are considered as the candidate

instances of design patterns.

(4) Analyzing method signatures to obtain the final recovered pat-

tern instances

In this step for behavioral checking, the method signatures

of the classes that are part of the candidate pattern instances

are further investigated and compared with the predefined

templates of standard patterns given in Table 3. Those matched

ones are regarded as the final recovered pattern instances.

Above four steps and their corresponding outputs are illustrated

n Fig. 3, and are discussed in detail in the following.

.1. Modeling source codes

In this pre-process step, the structural information, such as

he classes, the method signatures and the relationship among

lasses, is extracted from source codes for the detection of pattern

nstances. We first use Enterprise Architect, a visual platform

or modeling software systems which can be downloaded from

ttp://www.sparxsystems.com.au, to parse the source codes of each

lass. Afterward, we produce class diagrams and XML-based Meta-

ata Interchange files, or XMI files, which represent the structural

nformation of system for further analysis. We then generate the

lass-Relationship Matrix of the system represented by the obtained

MI files.

Fig. 4 shows a fragment of XMI file, which describes the struc-

ural information inside and among classes of Image, RealImage and

roxyImage in Fig. 2.

.2. Detecting sub-patterns

Since both the systems and predefined sub-patterns can be repre-

ented by Class-Relationship Directed Graphs, the problem of detecting
esign pattern instances.

http://www.sparxsystems.com.au
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Fig. 4. The example of XMI file fragment (due to the limited space, only the essential part is given).

Table 1

Algorithm of detecting sub-pattern instances.

Input:

GCDRm =< Vm, Em, Wm > //Class-Relationship Directed Graph of sub-pattern

GCDRs =< Vs, Es, Ws > //Class-Relationship Directed Graph of system

Output:

IdentifiedSubPatternSet //Set of Class-Relationship Directed Graphs of identified

sub-pattern instances

1 IdentifiedSubPatternSet = ∅
2 //generate Candidate Vertex Sets

3 k = |Vm|
4 for each ci(1 ≤ i ≤ k) in Vm{

5 CVS(ci) = {c|c ∈ Vs

6 ∩(CWout(ci)|CWout(c)) //check the Outbound Composite Weight

7 ∩(CWin(ci)|CWin(c)} //check the Inbound Composite Weight

8 }

9 for each m1 in CVS(c1), . . . , mi in CVS(ci), . . . , mj in CVS(cj), . . . , mk in CVS(ck){
10 if exists mi, mj such that NOT(w(ci, cj)|w(mi, mj)) break

11 generate GCDRs−ksub =< Vs−ksub, Es−ksub, Ws−ksub >, where

12 Vs−ksub = {m1, m2, . . . , mk},//pick one class from each Candidate Class Set

13 Es−ksub = Es ∩ (Vs−ksub × Vs−ksub),

14 Ws−ksub(e) = Ws(e), for all e ∈ Es−ksub ,

15 Identif iedSubPatternSet = Identif iedSubPatternSet ∪ GCDRs−ksub

16 }

17 return IdentifiedSubPatternSet
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stances in which the classes with certain roles contain the method
ub-patterns can be converted into searching for sub-graphs in Class-

elationship Directed Graphs of the system, which are isomorphic to

hose of the sub-patterns.

The algorithm for detecting sub-patterns is illustrated in Table 1,

nd can be divided into the following two steps.

(1) Search the candidate vertices in GCDRs of the system (from

line 4 to line 8)

For each vertex vi in GCDRm, select the vertices in GCDRs whose

Outbound Composite Weights and Inbound Composite Weights

in GCDRs can be divided with no remainder by those of vi in

GCDRm. These selected vertices for ci constitute the Candidate

Vertex Set of vi.

(2) Combine the candidate vertices to generate k-subGraphs (from

line 9 to line 16)

The k-subGraph of GCDRs, or GCDRs−ksub, is generated by choos-

ing each vertex in every Candidate Vertex Set, i.e., a sequence

of candidate vertices. The sequence of candidate vertices are

ignored first if the weight of any connecting edge in GCDRs
cannot be divided with no remainder by the corresponding

one in GCDRm (line 10).

In this way, the sub-graphs of the Class-Relationship Direct Graph

re checked that if the corresponding classes hold the correct re-

ationship with others according to the underlying prime numbers

ssigned.

.3. Combining sub-pattern instances to make candidate pattern

nstances

After all sub-patterns are identified, we then combine the relevant

nes and compare those collectives with the Structural Feature Models

f GoF patterns. Those that match are then picked up as the candidate

attern instances for further behavioral analysis.

Since a pattern is composed of several sub-patterns with joint

lasses, only those connected sub-pattern instances are considered

or the creation of pattern instances. The algorithm for combining

ub-pattern instances to pattern instances is illustrated in Table 2.

or each possible Structural Feature Model for a specific pattern, we

ick two different sub-pattern instances that are of relevant types

nd check if they are connected with the joint classes (line 6). The

attern instances finally kept in PatternInstanceSet are considered as

he candidate pattern instances found after the structural checking.

.4. Analyzing method signatures to obtain final recovered pattern

nstances

The candidate pattern instances recovered in the above step

nly match the standard pattern structures on the class level. Most

esign patterns, however, have their own unique behavioral features

elated with method invocation. Therefore, we further investigate the

ethod signatures inside the involved classes of the candidate pattern

nstances. In this way, we can filter out a large number of false ones.

In order to characterize the features of method invocation, we

efine the template of method signatures for each GoF design pattern,

hich describes how one certain method inside the class with one

ertain role is invoked and what it returns, as Table 3 indicates.

Once the candidate pattern instances are obtained, the roles that

he related classes play are determined. We examine the method

ignatures inside the classes with the specific roles. Only those in-
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Table 2

Algorithm of combining sub-patterns.

Input:

SFM // Structural Feature Model of design pattern instance to be detected

SubPatternInstanceSet //Set of Class-Relationship Directed Graphs of identified

sub-pattern instances

Output:

PatternInstanceSet //Set of Class-Relationship Directed Graphs of identified

pattern instances conformed to SFM

1 PatternInstanceSet = ∅
2 for each SFMi = SPi in SFM{ //for all possible Structural Feature Models

3 Suppose SFMi = SPi1
&&SPi2

//the constitutes of the Structural Feature Model

4 for each sub-pattern instance SPa in SubPatternInstanceSet that is type of SPi1
{

5 for each sub-pattern instance SPb in SubPatternInstanceSet that is type of SPi2
{

6 if(ClassSetSPi1
∩ ClassSetSPi2

) ⊆ (ClassSetSPa
∩ ClassSetSPb

){

7 GCDRcombined = GCDRSPa ∪ GCDRSPb

8 PatternInstanceSet = PatternInstanceSet ∪ GCDRcombined

9 }// end if

10 } //end for each sub-pattern instance SPb

11 } //end for each sub-pattern instance SPa

12 }//end for each possible Structural Feature Model

13 return PatternInstanceSet

Table 3

Templates of method signatures of 23 GoF design patterns.

Type Patterns Templates of method signatures

Structural design patterns Adapter Target.[Method] = Adapter.[Method] → Adaptee.[Method]

Bridge Abstraction.[Method] = Ref inedAbstraction.[Method]

→ Implementor.[Method] = ConImplementor.[Method]

Composite Component.[Method] = Composite.[Method] → Component.[Method]

Proxy Subject.[Method] = Proxy.[Method] → RealSubject.[Method]

Decorator (1) Component.[Method] = Decorator.[Method] → Component.[Method]

(2) Component.[Method] = Decorator.[Method] = ConcreteDecorator.[Method] → Component.[Method]

Flyweight FlyweightFactory.[Method] ⇒ Flyweight,

FlyweightFactory.[Method] → ConcreteFlyweight.[ConstructionMethod]

Facade Facade.[Method] = ConcreteFacade.[Method] → SubSystem.[Method]

Creational design patterns Abstract factory AbstractFactory.[Method] = ConFactory.[Method] ⇒ Product

ConFactory.[Method] → ConProduct.[ConstrucationMethod]

Builder Builder.[Method] = ConBuilder.[Method] ⇒ Product

Director.[Method] → (Builder.[Method] = ConBuilder.[Method])

Factory method Creator.[Mehtod] = ConcreteCreator.[Mehod] ⇒ Product

Prototype ConcretePrototype ∼ {Cloneable}
Singleton (1) Singleton.[ConstructionMethod] � “private”

(2) Singleton.[ConstructionMethod] � “protected”

(3) Singleton.[ConstructionMethod] � “public”, Singleton.[ConstrcutionMethod] � “static”

Behavioral design patterns Chain of responsibility Handler.[Method] = ConcreteHandlerB.[Method]

= ConcreteHandlerA.[Mehtod] → Handler.[Method];

Handler.[Method] = ConcreteHandlerA.[Method]

= ConcreteHandlerB.[Method] → Handler.[Method]

Command Commander.[Method] = ConcreteCommand.[Method] → Receiver.[Mehtod]

Invoker.[Method] → Command.[Method] = ConcreteCommand.[Method]

Interpreter AbstractExpression.[Method] = TerminalExpression.[Method]

= NonerminalExpression.[Method] → Receiver.[Method]

Iterator ConcreteIterator.[Method] ⇒ ConcreteAggregate.Collection.Object

Mediator Colleague.[Method] ⇒ Mediator,

Mediator.[Method] = ConMediator.[Method] → Colleague.[Method]

Memento Caretaker.[Method] ⇒ Memento,

Original.[Method] → ConMemento.[Method]

Observer Subject.[Method] → Observer.[Method] = ConObserver.[Method]

State State.[Method] = ConStateA.[Method] → ConStateB.[ConstructionMethod]

State.[Method] = ConStateB.[Method] → ConstateA.[ConstructionMethod]

Strategy Context.[Method] → Strategy.[Method] = ConStrategyA.[Method]

Context.[Method] → Strategy.[Method] = ConStrategyB.[Method]

Template AbstractClass.[Method] → AbstractClass.[Method] = ConcreteClass.[Method]

Visitor Element.[Method] = ConElement.[Method] → Visitor.[Method]

Notations and their descriptions:

• Role.[Method] : any method in the class with the role of Role.
• Role.[ConstructionMethod] : any construction method in the class with the role of Role.
• Role1.[Method] = Role2.[Method] : the class of Role1 and the class of Role2 define the same of Method.
• Role1.[Mehtod] → Role2.[Method] : a method in the class of Role1 invokes a method in the class of Role2.
• Role1.[Method] ⇒ Role2 : a method in the class of Role1 returns a class of Role2.
• Role1 ∼ Role2 : the class of Role1 or one of its ancestors implements the interface of Role2.
• Role.[Method] � “Modif ier′′ : the class of Role defines a method with the modifier of Modifier.
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Fig. 5. The screenshot of design pattern instances detecting tool.

Table 4

Characteristics of the software systems used in experiment.

Project Category Version #Classes KLOC

JavaAWT Graphics user interface 5.0 345 56

JHotDraw Graphics user interface 5.1 218 10

JUnit Unit testing 3.8 56 4

Dom4j Java XML library 1.6.1 179 18

Lizzy Communications 1.1.1 197 13

Hodoku Game 2.1.1 170 54

Barcode4J Business and enterprise 2.1.0 135 11

RstpProxy Audio and video 3.0 158 13

Teamcenter Business and enterprise 6.02.199 143 13

Total 1601 192
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ignatures conforming to the corresponding method signature tem-

lates are considered as the final recovered pattern instances.
Table 5

Numbers of sub-patterns instances recovered.

JavaAWT JHotDraw JUnit Dom4j Lizz

AGPI 622 15 2 224 5

CI 550 265 11 102 35

DCI 499 178 3 218 29

DPI 1645 294 62 700 37

IAGG 42 2 2 15

IASS 42 2 2 15

ICA 727 154 33 169 25

ICD 1230 260 31 216 30

IIAGG 4 6 0 0

IPAG 408 30 1 69 14

IPAS 429 171 7 284 4

IPD 1042 271 24 251 27

MLI 143 117 10 93 5

SAGG 41 2 0 9

SASS 70 3 0 20 4

Total 7494 1770 188 2385 222
More specifically, we parse the XMI file obtained in Step A and

nvestigate if one certain method signature has the correct features,

uch as ‘=’, ‘→’, ‘=⇒’, ‘�’ and ‘∼’ given in Table 3. Since the roles of each

lass are already determined through Step C, the analysis of method

ignatures is therefore straightforward.

. Experiments

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we devel-

ped the tool called Design Pattern Instances Detecting Tool, as Fig. 5

hows.

We applied the approach on nine open source software systems

hat are widely used as the benchmarks of design pattern occurrence

etection. Table 4 shows the characteristics of the nine software sys-

ems used in the experiment. We ran the experiments on Windows

with Intel Core2 Duo CPU E7500. The numbers of identified sub-

attern instances in these nine software systems are given in Table 5.
y Hodoku Barcode4J Rtsp Teamcenter

2 29 73 287 65

8 108 116 374 153

8 14 26 73 44

6 37 139 96 101

6 0 1 0 2

6 0 1 0 2

4 49 65 103 82

8 66 76 54 55

1 0 0 1 0

5 58 81 30 22

6 1 24 32 16

0 47 87 46 6

4 7 53 61 39

8 17 9 2 17

1 37 10 20 16

3 470 761 1179 620
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We also publish all the results including the recovered sub-pattern

instances, candidate pattern instances and final pattern instances of

nine software systems at http://dbsi.hdu.edu.cn/dpidp/index.jsp for

reference.

We evaluate the performance of our approach by using two

widely-adopted metrics, namely precision and recall. However, a

higher precision usually leads to a lower recall. On the other hand,

if we try to increase the recall, the precision would be inevitable de-

creased. Therefore, we also report the F-measure, defined as the har-

monic mean of precision and recall. We scanned the source codes and

identified the pattern instances using the toolkit based on our pro-

posed approach. The identified pattern instances were then manually

examined to see whether they are correct. Because manual identi-

fication of all true pattern instances in large unfamiliar applications

is extremely challenging, we used the repository of Percerons, which

contains more than 4500 pattern instances extracted from 141 Java

open source projects (Ampatzoglou et al., 2013b), to obtain the recall

in a more realistic way. In other words, we marked the pattern in-

stance in Percerons as the true ones and the recall is then calculated

as percentage of how many pattern instances recovered among those

recovered in Percerons. Thus, the precision, recall and F-measure can

be calculated as follows.

Precision = |TPIR|
|APIR|% (2)

Recall = |TPIR ∩ TPIRIP|
|TPIRIP| % (3)

F-measure = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision + Recall
% (4)

where TPIR represents True Pattern Instances Recovered, and APIR rep-

resents All Pattern Instances Recovered, and TPIRIP represents True Pat-

tern Instances Recovered in Percerons.

Table 6 shows the number of pattern instance recovered after the

structural analysis and after behavioral analysis (method signature

analysis), together with the precision, recall and F-measure, for 23

GoF patterns for all nine systems.

Fig. 6 illustrates the total precision, recall and F-measure of our

approach to the recovery of GoF design pattern instances for the nine

open source systems. As indicated, our approach achieves high preci-

sion and recall, particularly on JavaAWT, JhotDraw, Junit and Dom4j

which seem to be better structured than the other five. In summary,

the precisions range from 68% to 100%, whereas the recalls range from

73% to 100%.

In order to get a clear idea of the performance of our approach, we

also measure the execution time for the sub-pattern instance recov-

ery, structural analysis and behavioral analysis, as shown in Figs. 7

and 8.

As Fig. 8 indicates, it takes the most time to conduct the structural

analysis for the recovery of the instances of Memento. The reason

for this is the numbers of AGPI and DPI sub-pattern instances are

extremely large as Table 5 shows. Moreover, Fig. 8 shows it takes

the most time to conduct the behavioral analysis for the recovery of

Chain of Responsibility instances. The reason lies in that its behavioral

analysis filters out a large number of false ones for the recovery of

Chain of Responsibility instances.

As Figs. 7 and 8 indicate, the execution time depends on not only

the number of classes involved, but also the number of pattern in-

stances recovered and the complexity of pattern instances. Generally

speaking, the time spent on behavioral analysis or method signature

analysis is much longer than the time spent on structural analysis.

Besides, as the sub-pattern instances are recovered simultaneously,

the time spent on recovering sub-pattern instances is regarded as the

same no matter which pattern instance needs to be recovered.

Since there are not many quantitative results reviewed in

the literature, we just compare our results with that of SSA
Tsantalis et al., 2006), DeMIMA (Guéhenéuc and Antoniol, 2008) and

empatrec (Alnusair et al., 2014). As Table 7 shows, our approach

ecovers more true instances than DeMIMA, SSA and Sempatrec do.

n other words, our approach wins the precision. As for the recall,

eMIMA achieves the highest one when identifying design pattern

nstances, or strictly design motif according to Guéhenéuc and Anto-

iol (2008). However, our approach achieves the highest F-measure

f considering both precision and recall.

We also found that our approach missed some pattern instances,

hich Percerons claimed to recover, due to some controversial vari-

nts of design patterns. For example, six Facade pattern instances

ecovered by Percerons in Barcode4J actually lack the roles of ConFa-

ade. However, we argue that there exists the class of ConFacade that

xtends Facade. Another example is the Template pattern. In Barcode4J,

e recovered one instance of Template pattern, and missed the other

hat Percerons claimed to recover. However, we found the missed one

ontains only one concrete subclass of AbstractClass. Actually, we con-

ider that AbstractClass should have at least two concrete subclasses,

.e., ConClassA and ConClassB. The same happens on the case of the Me-

iator pattern. In fact, the pattern instances are recovered based on the

efinition of the pattern itself which might be varied under different

ircumstances. In this paper, we introduce the classical GoF defini-

ions of creational, structural and behavioral patterns. Obviously, a

ore strict definition may lead to less recovered instances and vice

ersa. Moreover, we just take the recovered instances in Percerons

s the oracle when calculating the recall, although the recovered in-

tances in Percerons are not always the true ones, or at least some of

hem are controversial.

In addition, our approach is open to the new variants, which can

e easily incorporated into the Design Pattern Instances Detecting Tool

hrough the following two steps: (1) determine the sub-patterns that

onstitute the new variant, and (2) determine its feature templates

f method signature. Because the sub-patterns and feature templates

an be configured in the configuration file in the tool, the new variant

an be resolved without changing the tool itself.

. Threats to validity

Construct validity refers to the validity of inferences that observa-

ions or measurement tools actually represent or measure the con-

truct being investigated. In the context of our study, this is mainly

ue to how the precision and recall are measured. Since the numbers

f recovered pattern instances are generally no more than several

ozens, we had one master student to manually check if the recov-

red ones are true positives. However, we cannot exclude that such

anual analysis could have missed some false positives. In addition,

e took the recovered instances in Percerons as the oracle when cal-

ulating the recall. Although the recovered instances in Percerons are

he samples of all true instances, they are of course not equal to

he all.

Threats to internal validity concern factors that could have influ-

nced the results. In our study, this is mainly due to the variants of

efined Structural Feature Models and Method Signature Templates for

ifferent patterns. In fact, the pattern instances are recovered based

n the definition of the pattern itself which might be varied under

ifferent circumstances. In this paper, we introduce the classical GoF

efinitions of creational, structural and behavioral patterns. Obvi-

usly, a more strict definition may lead to less recovered instances

nd vice versa.

Threats to external validity concern the generalization of the

esults. Our approach only deals with 23 GoF patterns, while there

ight be many more left uncovered. In addition, we conducted

he evaluation on nine Java projects. It could be worthwhile to

eplicate the evaluation on other projects having different language

onstructs (e.g., systems programmed in C++, which allow multi-

nheritance).

http://dbsi.hdu.edu.cn/dpidp/index.jsp
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Table 6

The experimental results for recovering 23 GoF pattern instances from nine open source software systems.

Structural pattern Creational pattern Behavioral pattern

ADPT PRXY DCRT CMPT BRGE FLWT FCD AF BLD FM PRTT SGLT COR CMD ITPT ITRT MDT MMT OBSV STT STTG TPLT VSTR

JA SA 348 727 49 104 155 45 179 194 94 33 0 70 58 85 30 11 211 23 190 134 134 273 8

BA 46 52 20 4 7 9 49 7 1 22 0 65 5 13 2 0 8 2 21 0 0 17 5

P 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 89% 100% 100% 100% 100% N/A 100% 100% 100% 100% N/A 100% 100% 100% N/A N/A 100% 100%

R N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A

F N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A

JD SA 31 75 27 27 0 3 21 37 12 34 2 3 0 11 1 0 51 2 51 4 4 116 2

BA 4 1 1 1 0 1 12 0 0 11 1 3 0 9 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 9 2

P 100% 100% 100% 100% N/A 100% 100% N/A N/A 100% 100% 100% N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

R N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

F N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

JT SA 19 12 4 4 0 0 11 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 1 0 2 0 12 0 0 1 0

BA 9 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

P 100% N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A N/A 100% N/A

R 100% N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 50% N/A N/A 100% N/A

F 100% N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 67% N/A N/A 100% N/A

DJ SA 51 74 9 51 38 7 54 0 44 41 13 20 40 14 5 1 75 7 113 30 30 35 8

BA 14 6 2 6 3 1 21 0 3 12 3 12 1 4 0 0 3 1 26 0 12 6 4

P 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% N/A 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% N/A N/A 100% 100% 100% N/A 100% 100% 100%

R N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A

F N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A

LZ SA 221 254 3 20 15 14 63 9 30 29 0 8 3 286 29 0 36 9 16 13 13 30 7

BA 6 28 3 3 3 1 20 0 0 1 0 6 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 3

P 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% N/A N/A 100% N/A 67% 100% 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% 100% 33%

R 67% N/A N/A 100% N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% 100% 67% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% 100%

F 80% N/A N/A 100% N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 80% 100% 80% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% 50%

HDK SA 49 49 0 0 1 15 17 0 42 0 1 17 0 57 0 0 0 2 3 5 5 100 0

BA 2 13 0 0 0 0 3 0 14 0 1 17 0 4 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 3 0

P 100% 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A 67% N/A 100% N/A 100% 71% N/A 50% N/A N/A N/A N/A 67% N/A 33% 100% N/A

R 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A 0% 100% N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A 50% 100% N/A

F 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 80% N/A N/A N/A 50% 83% N/A 67% N/A N/A N/A N/A 80% N/A 40% 100% N/A

BC SA 65 65 0 3 24 14 24 96 29 20 0 10 0 109 1 0 13 3 2 13 13 101 0

BA 5 5 0 0 0 0 13 12 7 4 0 10 0 3 0 0 7 0 2 0 4 7 0

P 100% 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A 77% 100% 100% 100% N/A 80% N/A 100% N/A N/A 100% N/A 100% N/A 33% 100% 0%

R 100% 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A 29% 100% N/A 100% N/A 100% N/A 100% N/A N/A 18% N/A N/A N/A 100% 50% 0%

F 100% 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A 41% 100% N/A 100% N/A 89% N/A 100% N/A N/A 31% N/A N/A N/A 50% 67% 0%

RP SA 91 103 0 6 20 38 7 231 48 14 13 20 0 213 0 2 8 4 17 20 20 264 16

BA 17 15 0 0 2 3 5 3 0 2 13 19 0 2 0 2 1 3 1 0 0 13 2

P 100% 100% N/A N/A 100% 100% 20% 100% N/A 100% 100% 11% N/A 100% N/A 100% 100% 100% 100% N/A N/A 100% 100%

R 100% 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% 100% N/A 100% 100% 100% N/A 22% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A

F 100% 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A 33% 100% N/A 100% 100% 20% N/A 36% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A

TC SA 81 82 4 9 13 13 17 195 11 0 0 16 0 9 0 0 7 2 5 12 12 134 0

BA 11 1 4 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 0

P 100% 100% 100% N/A N/A N/A 40% N/A N/A N/A N/A 80% N/A 0% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 25% 100% N/A

R 100% 100% 100% N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% N/A 0% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100% 100% N/A

F 100% 100% 100% N/A N/A N/A 57% N/A N/A N/A N/A 89% N/A 0% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 40% 100% N/A

Total SA 956 1441 96 224 266 149 393 762 310 173 30 163 101 788 67 14 403 52 409 231 231 1054 41

BA 114 121 32 14 15 15 128 22 25 54 18 147 9 41 2 2 19 6 57 0 28 69 16

P 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 76% 100% 100% 100% 100% 88% 100% 81% 100% 100% 100% 100% 84% N/A 58% 100% 72%

R 93% 100% 100% 100% N/A 100% 76% 100% N/A 100% 50% 100% 100% 58% N/A N/A 18% N/A 75% N/A 83% 94% 50%

F 96% 100% 100% 100% N/A 100% 76% 100% N/A 100% 67% 94% 100% 63% N/A N/A 31% N/A 79% N/A 68% 97% 59%

Note: ADPT=Adapter, PRXY=Proxy, DCRT=Decorator, CMPT=Composite, BRGE=Bridge, FLWT=Flyweight, FCD=Facade, AF=Abstract Factory, BLD=Builder, FM=Factory Method, PRTT=Prototype, SGLT=Singleton, COR=Chain Of Responsi-

bility, CMD=Command, ITPT=Interpreter, ITRT=Iterator, MDT=Mediator, MMT=Memento, OBSV=Observer, STT=State, STTG=Strategy, TPLT=Template Method, VSTR=Visitor.

SA: (After) Structural Analysis, BA: (After) Behavioral Analysis, P: Precision, R=Recall, F: F-measure.

JA=JavaAWT, JD=JHotDraw, JT=JUnit, DJ=Dom4j, LZ=Lizzy, HDK=Hodoku, BC=Barcode4J, RP=Rtsp, TC=Teamcenter.

N/A: not acceptable due to no instances recovered by either Percerons or our approach.
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Fig. 6. The comparison of total precision, recall and F-measure for nine open source

systems.

Fig. 7. The execution time for sub-pattern instance recovery, structural analysis

and behavioral analysis(method signature analysis) for nine open source systems in

milliseconds.
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6. Related work

In recent years, GoF design patterns have attracted the attention

of researchers and they are now considered a respectable part of soft-

ware engineering research and practice. As Apostolos Ampatzoglou

suggests, the most popular subtopics of design pattern research is

design pattern detection (Ampatzoglou et al., 2013a). There have

been a number of approaches for recovering design patterns pre-

sented in the literature. The following outlines the previous works

and also gives the comparison between our work and the previous

ones.

6.1. Structural analysis

Since most of design patterns have their unique structural char-

acteristics, nearly all approaches focus on the structural aspects of

source codes, including classes, attributes, methods and the relation-

ships between classes, such as generalization, association and aggre-

gation. Rasool and Mäder (2011) propose variable pattern definitions

composed of reusable feature types. Each feature type is assigned

to one of the multiple search techniques that is best fitting for its

detection. On the other hand, Fontana et al. introduce four types of

microtructures, i.e., elemental design patterns, design pattern clues,

micro patterns and sub-patterns, which are regarded as the building

blocks of design patterns (Fontana et al., 2011a, 2011b). They evalu-

ate whether the detection of these building blocks is relevant for the

detection of occurrences of the design patterns. They also find that

the detection of some design patterns can be performed through the

detection of a combined set of micro-structures. Niere et al. (2002)

define patterns and sub-patterns with respect to the abstract syntax

graph (ASG) representation of a program, which can be produced by

the JavaCC source code parser (JCC). Besides, Posnett et al. (2010) in-

troduce four kinds of meta-patterns rooted in two structural roles:

TEMPLATE and HOOK. Meanwhile, Dong and Zhao (2007) categorize

different characteristics of each design pattern as its traits in form

of predicates. They also classify different predicates into groups and

levels. In this way, the significant characteristics of each design pat-

tern are explicitly specified in predicates that can be used for design

pattern recovery and evolution analysis.

Although many concepts such as clues, elemental design pat-

terns, feature types, micro-patterns, meta-patterns, traits and even

sub-patterns are proposed to describe the constitutes of different

design patterns, the concept of sub-pattern presented here is yet
ifferent to the above mentioned ones. Clues (MARPLE Group, 2009)

nd micro patterns (Gil and Maman, 2005) are defined starting di-

ectly from source code, and considering various detail levels. In the

ork of Niere et al. (2002), patterns and sub-patterns describe the

etail of inner structure of a class including the behavioral charac-

eristics based on Abstract Syntax Graph. In contrast, the sub-patterns

efined here are starting from design patterns by considering their

hared parts, and thus closer to the objectives of design pattern de-

ection. In addition, they also reveal the relationships among classes.

eanwhile, Elemental Design Patterns (Smith, 2002) place themselves

n a coarser-grained level of detail concentrating on the behavioral

spects, and provide too general hints for design pattern detection. On

he other hand, the sub-patterns, given by Fontana et al. (2011a), are

efined on top of some others and therefore would become too com-

licated to deal with. Concerning metapatterns introduced by Posnett

t al. (2010), the GoF design patterns are not always the instances of

etapatterns or combinations of multiple metapatterns. Therefore,

hey claim that THEX they present is just a metapattern detector,

ut not a design pattern detector. Finally, the pattern trait (Dong and

hao, 2007) and the feature type (Rasool and Mäder, 2011) are quite

ifferent to the graph-based sub-pattern presented here. The former

pecifies the significant characteristics of each design pattern in pred-

cates, whereas the latter characterizes the recurring sub-structures

y a search technology and others.

.2. Behavioral checking

In addition to inspecting the code structures, some approaches

lso investigated the behavioral aspects. De Lucia et al. (2011) present

pattern recovery approach that analyzes the behavior of pattern

nstances both statically and dynamically. In particular, their pro-

osed approach exploits model checking to statically verify the be-

avioral aspects of design pattern instances. Meanwhile, Rasool et al.

resent a design pattern recovery approach based on annotations,

egular expressions and database queries (Rasool et al., 2010). They

efine the varying features of patterns and apply rules to match these

eatures with the source code elements. The novelty of this approach

ies in the introduction of appropriate semantics of annotations from

arge legacy systems, which reduces the search space and time for

etecting pattern instances. De Lucia et al. (2009) employ the visual

anguage to describe the relationship among classes. Particularly, they

ntroduce checks to validate the role of classes participating to the pat-

ern instances and also verify method declaration. The templates for

ethod signatures we summarize in our paper are somewhat similar

o the visual sentences in De Lucia et al. (2009). However, they are

learer and thus easier to be updated for the variants simply because

hey focus only on the method signatures for behavioral checking.
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Fig. 8. The execution time for structural analysis and behavioral analysis (method signature analysis) for recovering 23 GoF pattern instances in milliseconds. The execution time

for sub-pattern instance recovery is omitted since they are recovered together.

Table 7

Comparison of the results of our approach and that of other approaches.

Our approach DeMIMA (Guéhenéuc and Antoniol, 2008) SSA (Tsantalis et al., 2006) Sempatrec (Alnusair et al., 2014)

P R F P R F P R F P R F

ADPT JD 100% 4% 100% 8% 44% 100% 61% 45%

JT 100% 100% 100% 0% 17% 100% 29% 100% 100% 100%

DCRT JD 100% 8% 100% 15% 33% 33% 33% 50% 33% 40%

JT 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

CMPT JD 100% 33% 100% 50% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

JT 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

FM JD 100% 2% 100% 4% 100% 67% 80% 100% 100% 100%

JT 100% 100% 100% 100%

SGLT JD 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

JT 100% 100% 100%

OBSV JD 100% 25% 100% 40% 50% 40% 44% 50% 40% 44%

JT 100% 50% 67% 25% 100% 40% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

TPLT JD 100% 100% 100% 7% 100% 13% 20% 100% 33% 50% 100% 67%

JT 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

VSTR JD 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

JT 100%

Total 100% 94% 96% 30% 100% 40% 78% 89% 79% 79% 77% 86%

Note: ADPT=Adapter, DCRT=Decorator, CMPT=Composite, FM=FactoryMethod, SGLT=Singleton, OBSV=Observer TPLT=TemplateMethod, VSTR=Visitor. JD: JHotDraw,

JT: JUnit, P: Precision R: Recall, F: F-measure.

We only compare the results that DeMIMA, SSA or Sempatrec revealed.
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.3. Intermediate expressions

One of the challenges comes from the intermediate expression

or the source codes in order to detect the design pattern instances

fficiently. Possible solutions include predicates, matrices, vectors,

ntology and so on. Heuzeroth et al. specify the static and dynamic

spects of patterns as predicates, and represent legacy codes by pred-

cates that encode their attributed abstract syntax trees (Heuzeroth

t al., 2003b). Dong et al. present an approach to the recovery of

esign patterns based on matrices and weights. They encode both

he systems and the design patterns into matrices and weights. The
ormal specification rigorously defines the structural, behavioral and

emantic analyses of their approach (Dong et al., 2009b). Kaczor et al.

xpress the problem of design pattern identification with operations

n finite sets of bit-vectors. They use the inherent parallelism of bit-

ise operations to derive an efficient bit-vector algorithm that finds

xact and approximate occurrences of design patterns in a program

Kaczor et al., 2006). Besides, Alnusair et al. use ontology formalism to

epresent the conceptual knowledge of the source code and semantic

ules to capture the structures and behaviors of the design patterns

n the libraries (Alnusair et al., 2014). Graphs and sub-graphs are an-

ther frequently used expression for source codes. For instance, Niere
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et al. exploit context knowledge given by a special form of an an-

notated abstract syntax graph to overcome the scalability problems

caused by the variants of design pattern instances (Niere et al., 2002).

Pande et al. apply graph decomposition and graph isomorphism tech-

niques for design pattern detection (Pande et al., 2010). Tsantalis et al.

calculate the similarities between two vertices for pattern detection

(Tsantalis et al., 2006). Qiu and Jiang introduce a state space graph

to avoid the search space explosion and reduce the opportunity of

detecting subgraph isomorphism (Qiu and Jiang, 2010). Other repre-

sentations include modeling language (Elaasar et al., 2013) and XML

(Bouassida and Ben-Abdallah, 2010).

Our approach employs mainly the graph to illustrate the relation-

ship of different classes. We transform the system, design pattern

instances and sub-pattern instances into the graphs which are repre-

sented by matrix. Different from previous works based on graph, we

reduce the search space by considering the inbound and outbound

composite weights during graph matching, and determine the roles

of classes by considering the joint classes during graph merging. The

performance can be therefore improved to the satisfactory level as

Figs. 7 and 8 indicate.

6.4. Variants and performance

The identification of modified pattern versions also brings about

challenges for pattern detection and performance. Tsantalis et al.

(2006) propose a design pattern detection methodology based on

similarity scoring between graph vertices. It has the ability to recog-

nize patterns that are modified from their standard representation.

Meanwhile, Ferenc et al. adopt machine learning to enhance pattern

mining by filtering out as many false hits as possible. They distinguish

similar design patterns such as state and strategy with the help of a

learning database created by manually tagging a large C++ system

(Ferenc et al., 2005).

Maurice and Vassilios, on the other hand, introduce an approach

that complements existing detection methods by utilizing finely

grained static information contained in the software system (Maurice

and Vassilios, 2012). It filters a large number of false positives by uti-

lizing finely grained rules that describe the static structure of a design

pattern. DeMIMA, presented in Guéhenéuc and Antoniol (2008), con-

sists of three layers: two layers to recover an abstract model of the

source code, including binary class relationships, and a third layer to

identify design patterns in the abstract model. Through the use of

explanation-based constraint programming, DeMIMA ensures 100%

recall on five systems. Romano et al. (2011) propose an approach that

leverages lexical information and fuzzy clustering to reduce the num-

ber of the false positives while preserving those correctly identified.

In our approach, we consider the cases of variants in the Structural

Feature Models as Table 8 in the Appendix indicates. For example, we

consider two variants for Composite, one variant for Proxy, one variant

for Decorator, one variant for Prototype, etc. Moreover, the definition

of both Structural Feature Models and Templates of Method Signatures

can be also updated to adapt to new variants. However, we think that

the variants may vary from software to software and many of them

are still not generally recognized.

6.5. Toolkits and experiments

Many toolkits have been developed to support the detection of

pattern instances. Khatoon et al. propose a framework that extracts

a large variety of pattern instances from source codes and finds lo-

cations where the extracted patterns are violated (Khatoon et al.,

2011). It also helps in code reusing by suggesting to the program-

mer how to write API code to facilitate rapid software development.

DPJF, presented by Alexander and Günter (2012), achieves high detec-

tion quality through a well-balanced combination of structural and

behavioral analysis techniques. PINOT, developed by Shi and Olsson,
ses lightweight static program analysis techniques to capture pro-

ram intent (Shi and Olsson, 2006). PINOT detects all the GoF patterns

hat have concrete definitions driven by code structure or system be-

avior. Fontana and Zanoni (2011) propose an Eclipse plug-in called

ARPLE, which supports both the detection of design patterns and

oftware architecture reconstruction activities through the use of ba-

ic elements and metrics that are mechanically extracted from the

ource code. Another Eclipse plug-in called ePAD, presented in De Lu-

ia et al. (2010), is able to recover design pattern instances through a

tructural analysis performed on a data model extracted from source

ode, and a behavioral analysis performed through the instrumenta-

ion and the monitoring of the software system. Other notable toolkits

nclude DP-Miner (Dong et al., 2009b) , FUJABA (Niere et al., 2002), and

olumbus (Ferenc et al., 2005).

.6. Benchmarks

Currently, there are several different methods used in the com-

unity to evaluate accuracy and recall. Java-based open source sys-

ems, such as JHotDraw, JUnit and JavaAWT, are widely used as the

enchmarks. Pettersson et al. propose a benchmark suite and also

set of fine-grained metrics to ensure the comparability of various

pproaches (Pettersson et al., 2010). Ampatzoglou et al. introduce a

eb repository of design patterns instances, called Percerons, which

as been used in open source projects. Currently, over 100 open

ource projects have been considered and more than 4000 pattern

nstances have been found and recorded in the database of the repos-

tory (Ampatzoglou et al., 2013b). Since Percerons shows a number

f recovered pattern instances in detail, we use it as the oracle in

ur experiment. However, generally speaking, there are still no stan-

ard benchmarks available that facilitate the comparison of pattern

etectors.

. Conclusions

Object-oriented design patterns typically show relationships and

nteractions between classes or objects, without specifying the final

pplication classes or objects that are involved. Detecting instances of

esign patterns from source codes can help to understand and trace

ack to the original design decisions and reengineer the systems.

In this paper, we present a new approach to the detection of

nstances of design patterns from source codes. We first transform the

ource codes and the predefined patterns into the Class-Relationship

irected Graphs. We then identify instances of sub-patterns that

ould be the possible constituents of pattern instances based on sub-

raph isomorphism. Afterward, the identified sub-pattern instances

re combined by joint classes to see if the collective matches with one

f the predefined patterns. The method signatures of those matched

nes are further compared with the predefined templates of the stan-

ard patterns. In this way, we can recover instances of all GoF design

atterns with the balanced high precision and recall. As a comparison,

ur previous approach, presented in Yu et al. (2013b) and Yu et al.

2013a), can only recover the structural pattern instances. Moreover,

t does not investigate the method signature, which therefore leads

o a number of false instances.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. (1) We

ntegrate and improve some of the previous ideas and put forward a

omprehensive and elaborative approach also based on our own ideas.

n contrast, many of previous works focus on just one type of design

atterns, or even some specific patterns. Meanwhile, their recovering

rocesses are sometimes lack of the accurate and elaborative expla-

ation. Many just present some illustrative examples. (2) We present

5 sub-patterns that directly originate from the concept of design pat-

ern and thus facilitate pattern recovering. Meanwhile, we detect sub-

atterns via graph isomorphism based on prime number composition
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nd the joint classes, and employ the method signatures to investi-

ate the behavioral features. The former reduces the search space,

hereas the latter avoids choosing the test cases with full code cov-

rage. (3) We conducted the extensive experiments which cover nine

pen source systems and 23 GoF design patterns. To the best of our

nowledge, the result showed in this paper is the most exhaustive one.

For our approach, much time is spent on graph mining and match-

ng for recovering pattern instances. In future, we plan to filter out

ertain sub-pattern instances before merging in order to accelerate

he execution speed of the approach when dealing with software

ystems of large scales. On the other hand, we will introduce the

echnique of model checking to determine automatically if the recov-

red instances are true positives because current validation process

till requires some manpower. Last but not least, we will adapt our
able 8

he definitions of Structural Feature Models that correspond to 23 GoF design patterns.

Type Patterns Structural Feature Models

Structural Design

Patterns

Adapter SFMAdapter = ICA&&(!CI) = (< Target, Ad

jClassSet = {Target, Adapter, Adaptee}
Bridge SFMBridge = CI&&IPAG = (< Implemento

&&(< Abstraction, Ref inedAbstraction

Composite SFMComposite = (CI&&IAGG) ‖ SAGG ‖ (CI&

&&(< Comp, Composite >, RIAGG) ‖ (<

&&(< Comp, Composite, Composite1 >

Proxy SFMProxy = (CI&&ICA) ‖ (CI&&IASS) = (<

&&(< Subject, RealSubject, Proxy, RICA

jClassSet = {Subject, Proxy}
Decorator SFMDecorator = (CI&&IAGG) ‖ (CI&&IAGG

&&(< Comp, Decorator >, RIAGG) ‖ (<

(< Comp, Decorator >, RIAGG)&&(< Co

Flyweight SFMFlyweight = AGPI&&CI = (< Flyweight

&&(< Flyweight, ConFlyweight, Unsha

Facade SFMFacade = ICD = (< Facade, ConFacad

Creational Design

Patterns

Abstract Factory SFMAbstractFactory = ICD&&CI&&DCI = (<

&&(< AbstractProduct, ConProductA,

||(< ConFactory, AbstractProduct, Con

jClassSet = {(ConFactory, AbstractPro

Builder SFMBuilder = AGPI&&ICA = (< Director, B

jClassSet = {Builder, ConBuilder}
Factory Method SFMFactoryMethod = ICD&&DCI = (< Creat

&&(< ConCreator, ConProduct, Produc

Prototype SFMPrototype = (CI&&AGPI) ‖ AGPI = (< P

&&(< Client, Prototype, ConPrototypeA

jClassSet = {(Prototype, ConPrototype

Singleton SFMSingleton = SASS = (< Singleton, Singl

Behavioral Design

Patterns

Chain of Responsibility SFMChainof Responsibility = SASS&&CI = (< H

jClassSet = {Handler}
Command SFMCommand = AGPI&&ICA = (< Invoker,

jClassSet = {Command, ConCommand

Interpreter SFMInterpreter = CI&&IAGG&&IPD = (< Ab

&&(< AbstractExpression, Nontermina

jCllassSet = {AbstractExpression}
Iterator SFMIterator = (ICA&&ICD) ‖ (ICA&&DCI) =

&&(< Aggregate, ConAggregate, ConIt

(< Iterator, ConIterator, ConAggregate

jClassSet = {ConIterator, ConAggregat

Mediator SFMMediator = CI&&IPAS&&ICA = (< Coll

&&(< Colleague, ConColleagueA, Medi

&&(< Mediator, ConMediator, ConColl

jClassSet = {Mediator, Colleague}
Memento SFMMemento = AGPI&&DPI = (< Cakertak

&&(< Memento, MementoImp, Origina

Observer SFMObserver = AGPI&&ICD = (< Subject, O

jClassSet = {Observer, ConObserver}
State SFMState = AGPI&&CI = (< Context, Stat

&&(< State, ConStateA, ConStateB >,

Strategy SFMStrategy = AGPI&&CI = (< Context, St

&&(< Strategy, ConStrategyA, ConStra

Template SFMTemplateMethod = CI = (< AbstractClas

Visitor SFMVisitor = AGPI&&DPI&&ICD = (< Obj

&&(< Element, ConElement, Visitor >
pproach to more pattern variants although variants may vary from

oftware to software and many of them are still controversial and not

enerally recognized.
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ppendix
apter, Adaptee >, RICA)&&!(< Target, Adapter, Adaptee >, RCI)

r, ConImplementorA, ConImplementorB >, RCI)

, Implementor >, RIPAG) jClassSet = {Implementor}
&IIAGG) = (< Comp, ConComp, Composite >, RCI)

Comp >, RSAGG) ‖ (< Comp, ConComp, Composite >, RCI)

, RIIAGG) jClassSet = {(Comp, Composite), Comp}
Subject, RealSubject, Proxy >, RCI)

>) ‖ (< Subject, RealSubject, Proxy >, RCI) &&(< Subject, RealSubject, Proxy >, RIASS)

&&MLI) = (< Comp, ConComp, Decorator >, RCI)

Comp, ConComp, Decorator >, RCI)&&

mp, Decorator, ConDecorator >, RMLI) jClassSet = {Comp, Decorator}
Factory, Flyweight, ConFlyweight >, RAGPI)

redConFlyweight >, RCI) jClassSet = {Flyweight, ConFlyweight}
e, Subsystem >, RICD) jClassSet = {Facade, ConFacade}
AbstractFactory, ConFactory, ConProductA >, RICD)

ConProductB >, RCI) &&(< ConFactory, AbstractProduct, ConProductA >, RDCI)

ProductB >, RDCI)

duct, ConProductA)||(ConFactory, AbstractProduct, ConProductB)}
uilder, ConBuilder >, RAGPI)&& (< Bulider, ConBuilder, Product >, RICA)

or, ConCreator, ConProduct >, RICD)

t >, RDCI) jClassSet = {ConCreator, ConProduct}
rototype, ConPrototypeA, ConPrototypeB >, RCI)

>, RAGPI) ‖ (< Clent, Prototype, ConPrototypeB >, RAGPI)

A)||(Prototype, ConPrototypeB)}
eton >, RSASS) jClassSet = {Singleton}
andler >, RSASS)&&(< Handler, ConHandlerA, ConHandlerB >, RCI)

Command, ConCommand >, RAGPI) &&(< Command, ConCommand, Receiver >, RICA)

}
stractExpression, TerminalExpression, NonterminalExpression >, RCI)

lExpression >, RIAGG) &&(AbstractExpression, TerminalExpression, Context >, RIPD)

(< Iterator, ConIterator, ConAggregate >, RICA)

erator >, RICD) ‖
>, RICA)&&(< Iterator, ConIterator, ConAggregate >, RDCI)

ion}
eague, ConColleagueA, ConColleagueB >, RCI)

ator >, RIPAS)||(< Colleague, ConColleagueB, Mediator >, RIPAS)

eagueA >, RICA)||(< Mediator, ConMediator, ConColleagueB >, RICA)

er, Memento, MementoImp >, RAGPI)

tor >, RDPI) jClassSet = {Memeto, MementoImp}
bserver, ConObserver >), RAGPI) &&(< Observer, ConObserver, ConSubject >, RICD)

e, ConStateA >, RAGPI)||(< Context, State, ConStateB >, RAGPI)

RCI) jClassSet = {(State, ConStateA)||(State, ConStateB)}
rategy, ConStrategyA >, RAGPI)||(< Context, Strategy, ConStrategyB >, RAGPI)

tegyB >, RCI) jClassSet = {(Strategy, ConStrategyA)||(Strategy, ConStrategyB)}
s, ConClassA, ConClassB >, RCI) jClassSet = {AbstractClass}
ectStructure, Element, ConElement >, RAGPI)

, RDPI)&&(< Visitor, ConVisitor, ConElement >, RICD) jClassSet = {Element, Visitor}
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http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/501100004731
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Fig. 9. The graphical Structural Feature Models of GoF structural design patterns.
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Fig. 10. The graphical Structural Feature Models of GoF creational design patterns.

Fig. 11. The graphical Structural Feature Models of GoF behavioral design patterns.
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